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Abstract— Emergence of internet has caused it to be possible 

to transfer the information in one place to some other place 

rapidly and accurately. This data when undergoes the web 

could become a victim of the hackers who is able to steal, 

modify and misuse the information. So it will be required to 

transfer the data with utmost security. Steganography is one 

particular solution to the problem. Random frame selection, 

pixel swapping and encryption of message has been done to 

improve the security of the key information which goes 

beneath the cover of video clips. The strategy can also be able 

to allow for massive amount of data in video. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In 90's, the emergence of internet in throughout the world has 

generated a drastic change in the people's life style. With the 

advancement of internet and information revolution, 

shopping, rail reservation and even money transfer is now 

online i.e. people do not need to go anywhere to obtain each 

one of these above job done instead they have the ability to 

make every one of these job done even yet in sitting within 

their respective home. Besides these, the emergence of social 

site like twitter, wat's up and Facebook has made all 

individuals to be {in touch with each other 24/7 hours People 

are actually able to exchange the data with one another very 

rapidly and promptly. Interchanging the data online has 

begun creating problems of intercepting this information by 

some unauthorized, unsocial band of people famously called 

hackers. So this can be a need of the hour to style or develop 

some sort of application which is often able make sage and 

secure transfer of utmost important or valuable information 

without having to be acknowledged by the unauthorized 

person. The perfect solution is with this problem is based on 

two most trusted techniques i.e. Cryptography and 

Steganography. Steganography is one of many techniques 

which was created to fight with such kind of problems. 

Steganography is actually application which will be 

developed for hiding the valuable or confidential data in an 

address file in this way that no an added when compared to 

an authorized person knows the presence of such hidden 

information in cover file. Audio, Video Text as well as image 

can be utilized as an address file In steganography the key or 

confidential information is hidden in an innocent cover file in 

this way that nobody may also suppose that such sort of 

information is hidden within the cover file which might be 

any image, audio or video. Embedding payload and 

embedding efficiency are both crucial parameters of any 

steganography system. Number of data which is often hidden 

in the cover file is recognized as the embedding payload. The 

ability of steganography system to cover up the maximum 

amount of data as it can certainly with inducing as least 

distortion as it could on the cover file is called the embedding 

efficiency. High embedding efficiency could be the prime 

requirement of any steganography system. High embedding 

efficiency means least distortion in the cover file and hence it 

is extremely tough to assume an existence of any secret 

information in the cover file. This helps it be difficult to 

utilize any stage analysis tool to extract out the data from the 

cover file.  Embedding efficiency and embedding payload are 

often enjoying inverse proportional relationship. Increasing 

the embedding efficiency will decrease the embedding 

payload and vice versa 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In 2011 Ming, suggested a steganographic method for hiding 

large amount of data. Discrete Cosine Transform is used in 

this with this process. Its main objective is increasing the 

payload while keeping the robustness and simplicity intact. In 

this technique, Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients of I-

frames are computed and then secret information get 

encrypted by performing modulation between quantized DCT 

coefficients and secret information [1]. In 2008 Chen, present 

a reversible data hiding scheme centered on histogram 

modification. We exploit a binary tree structure to resolve the 

problem of communicating pairs of peak points. Distribution 

of pixel differences can be used to attain large hiding capacity 

while keeping the distortion low [2]. In 2011, WeiWei and 

some researcher proposed a steganography method for 

wavelet compressed video. In this paper, steganography 

method for compressed video is presented. Here is the easiest 

method to send large amount of secret data. Firstly, video data 

get compressed using wavelet after that bit plane complexity 

segmentation steganography is used for encryption of secret 

data. In this approach DWT transformed video is quantized 

to somewhat plane structure and then BPSC algorithm is put 

on the video in wavelet domain. This technique is get tested 

for 3-D SPIHT-BPSC steganography and JPEG 2000-BPSC 

[3]. In 2012, Yuan proposed a steganography algorithm for 

AVI (Audio-Video Interleaved) file standard using swapping 

method. We can do the comparative analysis of JPEG image 

steganography and Audio video interleaved (AVI) 

steganography has been accomplished regarding quality and 

size get. Author implies that by using UTF-32 encoding in the 

swapping algorithm will increase the strength of the 

important thing and also the security with this steganography 

system. Among its disadvantage is its low payload capacity 

[4]. In 2003, Lu in his paper presented an invertible data 

hiding approaches for compressed video. This scheme is good 

for Motion Picture Expart Group (MPEG) standard. In this 

approach, hidden embedded data of the video could be 

decrypted without the necessity of copy of original MPEG 

video and covert video. This scheme used only in frequency 

domain. Low complexity and low visual distortion is the key 

points of this approach while low payload capacity is the 

drawback with this method [5]. In 1999, Chae and his fellow 

researchers presented a steganography model for hiding the 

presence of secret information in a cover video of any format. 
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In this model colored video file get pixel-wise manipulated to 

insert a secret data. Firstly, this approach does the 

segmentation of the trick information right into a blocks 

before embedding it in to the cover video. In the next level, 

this approach embeding these block in to the pseudo random 

location in video file.  Location for embedding is done by re-

ordering the trick key that will be shared by both sender and 

receiver [6]. 

III. OVERVIEW OF STEGANOGRAPHY SYSTEM 

    Steganography is the process of hiding the information in 

some other medium like image, audio and video. From 

ancient time steganography get used by people. In past years, 

secret information is hidden behind the wax, scalp of the 

slaves, in rabbits etc. After some timespan, the application of 

steganography and its area has become widened. After 

introduction of digitization era, digital steganography has 

become as the new tool to hide the information secretly. Text, 

digital image, digital audio and digital video has become the 

sub parts for data hiding. Some of the technique which are 

necessary to understand steganography technique, 

A. Cover Media 

It is the medium for encryption of data in which secret 

information is get encrypted in such a way that it is difficult 

to detect that data is present or not. 

B. Stego- Media 

It is medium obtained after encryption of secret information.  

Secret data- The data or information is get hidden in cover 

media. 

C. Steganalysis 

It is the process of detecting, presence of secret data in cover 

media.  

1) Video Steganography:  

Video is just a digital medium for the recording, copying and 

broadcasting of moving visual images. The utmost effective 

technique is that to hide secret message without affecting the 

caliber of video, structure and content of video. After hiding 

a secret data in video create “stego “video file that will be 

send to the receiver. 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The former contains linguistic or language kinds of hidden 

writing. The later, such as for instance invisible ink, try of 

hide messages physically. One disadvantage of linguistic 

steganography is that users must equip themselves to really 

have a good understanding of linguist. Recently, everything 

is trending toward digitization. And with the development of 

the web technology, digital media may be transmitted 

conveniently within the network. Therefore, messages may 

be secretly carried by digital media utilizing the 

steganography techniques, and then be transmitted through 

the web rapidly. A variety carrier file formats can be utilized 

to cover up the images or some other files, but digital images 

are typically the most popular due to their frequency on the 

internet.  

V. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In existing system investigated adaptive mechanisms for 

high-volume transform-domain data hiding in MPEG-2 video 

which is often tuned to sustain varying degrees of 

compression attacks. The information is hidden in the 

uncompressed domain by scalar quantization index 

modulation (QIM) [7] on a selected pair of low-frequency 

discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients. It proposes an 

adaptive hiding scheme where in fact the embedding rate is 

varied in accordance with the sort of frame and the reference 

quantization parameter (decided based on MPEG-2 rate 

control scheme) for that frame. For a 1.5 Mbps video and a 

frame- rate of 25 frames/sec, it is to embed almost 7500 

bits/sec. Also, the adaptive scheme hides 20% more data and 

incurs considerably less frame errors (frames for that the 

embedded data isn't fully recovered) compared to the non-

adaptive scheme 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this paper, information security utilizing information 

concealing audio video steganography with the help of PC 

measurable strategies gives better concealing limit we have 

got an attempt at concealing picture and content behind video 

and audio document and separated from an AVI record 

utilizing 4 minimum noteworthy piece insertion technique for 

video steganography and stage coding audio steganography. 

Steganography could be the technique for concealing any 

mystery data like watchword, content and picture, audio 

behind unique spread record. Unique message is changed 

over into figure content by utilizing mystery key and from 

then on covered up to the LSB of unique picture. The 

proposed framework gives audio-video cryptostegnography 

which can be the mixture of picture steganography and audio 

steganography utilizing Forensics Technique being an 

instrument to validation. The principal point is always to 

shroud mystery data behind picture and audio of video record. 

As video is the utilization of numerous still casings of 

pictures and audio, we are able to choose any casing of video 

and audio for concealing our mystery information. Suitable 

algorithm, like, AES is utilized for picture steganography 

suitable parameter of security and confirmation, thus 

information security could be expanded. Also, for 

information implanting we utilize 4LSB algorithm. The 

robustness of the watermark embedded utilizing the LSB 

coding method, increases with increase of the LSB depth is 

employed for data hiding. 

A. Advantages 

 Quality of video file is strictly preserved even with secret 

data embedding.  

 Ability to encrypt and decrypt the information with the 

images.  

 With this method, an image, after hiding the information, 

won't degrade in quality.  

 Additional information could be stored within an image. 
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VII. METHODOLOGY 

A. AES Encryption Algorithm 

AES is founded on a design principle referred to as a 

substitution-permutation network, and is fast in both software 

and hardware. Unlike its predecessor DES, AES doesn't 

|work with a Feistel Network. AES operates on a 4×4 column-

major order matrix of bytes, termed their state, however some 

versions of Rijndael have a more substantial block size and 

have additional columns in the state. Most AES calculations 

are done in a particular finite field. We use 128bit key for an 

AES cipher which specifies the amount of repetitions must be 

10 cycles' transformation rounds that convert the input, called 

the plaintext, into the last output, called the cipher text. Each 

round contains several processing steps, each containing four 

similar but different stages, including the one that is 

dependent upon the encryption key itself. A couple of reverse 

rounds are placed on transform cipher text back to the initial 

plaintext utilizing the same encryption. 

B. Least Significant Bit Algorithm 

Least Significant Bit (LSB) based steganography the simplest 

and most frequent form of steganography is LSB (least 

significant bit). Here, the components of the image are 

directly embedded into least significant bit plane of the cover-

frame in a deterministic sequence. Modulating the smallest 

amount of significant bit can't be identified in human 

perceptible difference as the amplitude of the change is small. 

In this technique, the embedding capacity may be increased 

by utilizing several least significant bits. At once, not just the 

chance of creating the embedded message statistically 

detectable increase but additionally the image fidelity 

degrades. Hence a variable size LSB embedding schema is 

presented, by which the amount of LSBs employed for 

message embedding/extracting is dependent upon the area 

characteristics of the pixel. The benefit of LSB-based method 

is simple to implement and high message pay-load. Although 

LSB hides the message such a way that the humans don't 

perceive it, it is still feasible for the opponent to retrieve the 

message as a result of simplicity of the technique. 

 
Fig. 1: LSB algorithm 

5.Steganography system 

 

VIII. DATA HIDING SYSTEM 

 

IX. ALGORITHMS 

A. Data Embedding Algorithm 

 Input:  data m, image block t 

 Output:  stego image 

 step1:  F {f1, f2, f3...} 

 step2:  F store in 4x4 block 
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 step3:   Ikey store in4x4 block 

 step4:mean value µ=
1

n
∑ Pin

i=1  

 σ2 =      

 step5: Root mean squared Error 

 RMSE=      

 step6:Find  Cb=compatible block 

 step7: store frames F= {R, G, B} 

 R=red channel, G=green channel, B=blue channel 

 step7: compute s 

 s=m-t 

 step8: If s=0 

 then data is hidden and stop. 

 step9: FRGB get converted into Svdo 

B. Extraction of Data 

 Input: Svdo 

 Output : Hdata 

 Step 1: Key1=fi 

 Step2: separate FRGB into R,G,B channel 

 Step3: select Bchannel of  FRGB for data hiding 

 Step4:  key2=swap position of Bchannel 

 Step5: Apply LSB for Extraction of data 

 Step6: Apply AES for Decryption. 

X. FUTURE SCOPE 

Secure key distribution mechanism can be implemented. 

Secret data can be embed randomly in a cover file to make 

data extraction more difficult. In Proposed method we can 

modified the different video format. In future work efforts 

can take to again improve payload capacity with minimal 

distortion.                

XI. CONCLUSION 

Generally, steganography is employed to transfer secret 

information in communication system. In this paper, a video 

steganography method has been developed to transfer the 

secret data. Text, image, audio and video can be studied as 

the secret data which is often hidden in the video clips. In this 

scheme, though, least significant bit method is employed for 

data hiding. LSB approach to data hiding is not secure method 

for data hiding therefore in this approach random frames 

selection algorithm and pixel swapping algorithm is 

incorporated to improve the security with this method. 

Moreover, the data itself is encrypted before embedding 

operation to produce this method more secure. The 

modification in the present method enhanced the security. 
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